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“Mega Unit” Expansion Module  
 

by Liam Thomas (donkusgaming@gmail.com) 
 
About “Mega Units”: 
 
“Mega Units” are the largest of the large in the Gundam setting, typically representing units of a massive 
scale like the Big Zam. Mega Units have immense profiles and stats way beyond a regular Mobile Suit 
and thus are more costly in points. 
 
These units will typically destroy lone units with ease, but do not worry! With teamwork and 
coordinated attacks, Mega Units will fall just like any other. As such, Mega Units should be reserved for 
large battles or pitted against another Mega Unit. 
 
In battle, Mega Units behave differently to regular units. Changes common to all of these units are 
described in the ‘Mega Unit’ rule below. Alterations (and additions) to these rules are listed under the 
individual unit’s description. 
 
 
RULE:  Mega Units: 
 

• Mega Units are not permissible under ‘Simple Game’ rules. 
 

• Mega Units are complex and will typically have multiple ‘Special Rules’ dictating their combat capabilities. 
Be sure to read them thoroughly before using them in battle. 
 

• When a Mega Unit is chosen as the target of an attack, the attacker may elect to choose any visible “Sub-
Part” of the Mega Unit as described under it’s unit statistics. For example, ‘Big Zam’ is a Mega Unit made of 
four Sub-Parts, the Body, Head, Left Leg, and Right Leg. 
 
As such, Mega Units do not undergo ‘Destruction (partial)’ like typical units. However, as described under 
each Mega Unit, the destruction of Sub-Parts has similar effects to this. Make sure, however, that you 
successfully keep track of the individual cumulative damage of each Sub-Part (I.e. Do not share damage 
between both legs, etc.) 
 

• If a Mega Unit is being attacked by a unit using “Ballistic Explosives,” attack as normal. However, be aware 
that with Ballistic Explosives it is possible to ‘overlap’ multiple Sub-Parts (using the explosion templates) at 
the same time through successful hits with the scatter dice (or possibly misses!) 
 

• If a Mega Unit is attacked in Close Combat, the attacker may only attack the closest Sub-Part of the Mega 
Unit (typically the legs), as their incredible size makes it difficult to reach other parts. 
 

• Mega Units will never perform ‘Morale Checks’ under any circumstances. They feel invincible within their 
mighty armour! 
 

• Mega Units do not gain ‘Cover Class Modifiers’ to increase their armour. They are simply too big for the 
difference to be practical. 
 

• If the “Body” Sub-Part of a Mega Unit is reduced to zero (0) integrity or less, the Mega Unit is ‘Destroyed’ 
(removed from play. See below.) 
 

• If a Mega Unit is destroyed (removed from play) do not roll for ‘Destruction.’ Assume all pilots are dead. 
Pilot Injury is not a factor. 
 

• Mega Units cannot ‘Deep Strike.’ It is impossible. Seriously. No matter how you justify it. 
 

• Mega Units are not permissible to be used under ‘Character Progression.’ This means your own character 
cannot pilot a Mega Unit (sorry!) 
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PRINCIPALITY OF ZEON “MEGA UNITS” 
 

(Principality of Zeon) MA-08 BIG ZAM <300 points> (MEGA UNIT) 

Integrity Armour Movement Boost 
10 (Body) 12 (Body) 12” / 

4* (Head) 8 (Head) "Once the Big Zam goes into mass production, we'll 
crush the Federation!" 
 
- Dozle Zabi 

6** (Left Leg) 10 (Left Leg) 

6** (Right Leg) 10 (Right Leg) 

Weapon [Class](Range) Weapon Accuracy Weapon Strength 
Large Mega Particle Cannon*** [Long] (40”) 
<Free> {p} [Must reload “See reloading after firing] 13 12 {3} 

Particle Guns [Short-Medium] (6-30”) 
<Free>  9 8 

Air-to-Air Missiles # [Short] (18”) 
<Free> 11 7 

<Big Zam Stomp ##> [Close] (6”) 
<Free> 9 12 {3} 

Extra Weapon: None 
 
* If Big Zam’s head is destroyed, apply -2 Weapon Accuracy 
(stacks with other modifiers) to every attack performed by 
Big Zam. 
 
** If either leg of the Big Zam is reduced to zero (0) integrity 
or less, the Big Zam is removed from play as it cannot support 
its own weight (Ignore this rule if used in space.) 
 
*** The Large Mega Particle Cannon is capable of attacking 
multiple units at once! Roll for hitting and wounding each 
model individually (including allies) in a straight line (of 
approx. 2” diameter in thickness) between Big Zam and its 
intended target. 
 
# Can only be used to attack Air Units. 
 
## Cannot be used to attack Air Units. 

Special Rule:  
 
Peripheral Vision– Enemy units cannot gain a flanking 
modifier when targeting the Big Zam.  
 
Walking Fortress – Big Zam ignores all movement modifiers 
(and other effects) caused by terrain type, with the 
exception of “impassable” terrain, which cannot be crossed. 
 
Mega Unit – This unit is subjected to all terms (unless 
otherwise stated) of the ‘Mega Unit’ special rule. 
 
I-Field – The Big Zam reduces the Weapon Strength of all 
enemy weapons with ‘Beam’ or ‘Mega Particle’ in its name, 
when it is used against it in combat by 1. 
 

 
(Principality of Zeon) DABUDE CLASS BATTLESHIP <200 points> (MEGA UNIT) 

Integrity Armour Movement Boost 
8 (Body) 10 (Body) 12” / 

6* (Deck) 8 (Deck) "Rise, our people, rise! Take your sorrow and turn it 
into anger!" 
 
- Ghiren Zabi 

5** (Left Side) 10 (Left Side) 

5** (Right Side) 10 (Right Side) 

Weapon [Class](Range) Weapon Accuracy Weapon Strength 
2X Primary Cannons*** [Medium] (30”) 
<Free> {p} [Must reload “See reloading after firing] 12 12 {3} 

2X Heavy Machine Guns [Short] (18”) 
<Free> 10 7 

Extra Weapon: None 
 
* If Dabude’s deck is destroyed, apply -2 Weapon Accuracy 
(stacks with other modifiers) to every attack performed by 
Dabude. Dabude can no longer carry Mobile Suits. 
 
** If either side of the Dabude is reduced to zero (0) integrity 
or less, Dabude reduces its Base Movement by 4” for each side 
destroyed (stacking to -8”.) 
 
*** The ‘Primary Cannons’ count as artillery. Dabude may 
must not move in order to fire these weapons 

Special Rule:                      This unit may not be used in space. 
 
Weapon Platform– Dabude may fire each of its weapons 
independently when shooting. Each weapon must be 
reloaded independently. Dabude may reload while moving. 
 
Mega Unit – This unit is subjected to all terms (unless 
otherwise stated) of the ‘Mega Unit’ special rule. 
 
Carrier – Dabude may allow up to 2 Mobile Suits on deck. MS 
can embark/disembark Dabude by performing a boost on/off 
the deck. 



	  
(Principality of Zeon) GAW ATMOSPHERIC ATTACK CARRIER <170 points> (MEGA UNIT) 

Integrity Armour Movement Boost 
6 (Body) 9 (Body) 22” (Air Unit) / 

5* (Hanger) 8 (Hanger) "I’ll ram the Gaw into the Trojan Horse! I am a son of the Zabi 
Family! I’ll go down in glory! Long live the Principality of Zeon!" 
 
- Last words of Garma Zabi 

4** (Left Wing) 7 (Left Wing) 

4** (Right Wing) 7 (Right Wing) 

Weapon [Class](Range) Weapon Accuracy Weapon Strength 
Mega Particle Gun*** [Medium] (30”) 
<Free> {p} [Must reload “See reloading after firing] 9 10 {2} 

Triple Missile Launcher [S-Med] (18-30”) 
<Free> 12 7 

Anti-Air Machine Guns # [Medium] (30”) 
<Free>  9 6 

<Big Bombs> [Close] (6”) {p}## 
<Free>  15 10 {2} 

Extra Weapon: None 
 
* If Gaw’s hanger is destroyed it can no longer embark/disembark 
units or Mobile Suits. Remove them from play if they are embarked. 
 
** If either wing of the Gaw is reduced to zero (0) integrity or less, the 
Gaw reduces its Base Movement by 12”. If both wings are destroyed, 
the Gaw is removed from play as it crashes into the ground. 
 
# This weapon may only be used to attack Air Units. 
 
# # Usable only once per unit, per game. Ignores all cover bonuses and 
shield bonuses. Place a Large Explosion template at the desired site. 
The Gaw does not take damage from the bomb. 
 
Note: If Gaw is removed from play with Mobile Suits or units 
embarked, these units are also removed from play and their pilots 
killed. 

Special Rule:                      This unit may not be used in space. 
 
Aircraft – Aircraft are subject to the ‘Air Units’ rules. Gaw can reload 
while moving. 
 
Mega Unit – This unit is subjected to all terms (unless otherwise 
stated) of the ‘Mega Unit’ special rule. 
 
Carrier – Gaw may allow up to 3 Mobile Suits or up to 6 Magella 
Attack Tanks/Magella Eins in its hanger (these units cost as much as 
they would normally.) MS or Magella can embark/disembark Gaw 
after it “Lands.” 
 
Landing– Gaw may “Land” by waiting an entire turn without moving 
or firing its weapons. Place the Gaw on the ground 12” ahead on flat 
terrain (Gaw may not land in areas like mountains, forests, water, 
etc.) Gaw may not move or attack once landed. Gaw may “Take off” at 
any time after landing if there is 12” of clearance in front of the unit 
and they again wait an entire turn. Gaw may then resume moving 
and attacking as normal. 

	  
(Principality of Zeon) APSALUS III <240 points> (MEGA UNIT) 

Integrity Armour Movement Boost 
10 (Body) 10 (Body) 16” (Air Unit) / 

4* (Cockpit) 7 (Cockpit) "I truly pit you, Ginias. Is that why you’ve done this? Is that why you’ve 
built this iron wall around yourself?" 
 
- Aina Sahalin 

6** (Reactors) 8 (Reactors) 

Weapon [Class](Range) Weapon Accuracy Weapon Strength 
Focused Mega Particle Cannon*** [Long] (40”) 
<Free> {p} [Must reload “See reloading after firing] 15 12 {4} 

Extra Weapon: None 
 
* If Apsalus III’s cockpit is destroyed, apply -3 Weapon 
Accuracy (stacks with other modifiers) to every attack 
performed by Apsalus III. 
 
** If Apsalus III’s reactors are destroyed it is removed from 
play as it crashes into the ground. 
 
*** The Focused Mega Particle Cannon is capable of two 
methods of attack: Focused fire, or attacking multiple units at 
once. Focused fire behaves as normal. 
 
If multiple targets are chosen, roll for hitting and wounding 
each model individually (including allies) in a straight line (of 
approx. 6” diameter in thickness) between Apsalus III and its 
intended focus target. Reloading takes two (2) turns after this 
action. 

Special Rule:                      This unit may not be used in space. 
 
Aircraft – Aircraft are subject to the ‘Air Units’ rules. 
Apsalus III can reload while moving. 
 
Mega Unit – This unit is subjected to all terms (unless 
otherwise stated) of the ‘Mega Unit’ special rule. 
 
I-Field – Apsalus III reduces the Weapon Strength of all 
enemy weapons with ‘Beam’ or ‘Mega Particle’ in its 
name, when it is used against it in combat by 1. 



	  
(Principality of Zeon) MAN-08 ELMETH <300 points> (MEGA UNIT) 

Integrity Armour Movement Boost 
8 (Body) 11 (Body) 22” 8” [D6 (3+)] 

4* (Cockpit) 10 (Cockpit) “How? How can you fight like this!? You have nothing to protect, you 
have nothing to defend!” – Lalah Sune 

Weapon [Class](Range) 
Weapon Accuracy Weapon Strength 

Twin Focused Mega Particle Guns [Long] (40”) 
<Free> {p} 12 10 {2} 

Extra Weapon: Attack Funnels – Once per game, at the beginning 
of its turn, Elmeth may choose to deploy 12 Funnels (May be 
represented by counters, tokens, etc.) within 6” of Elmeth in any 
orientation desired. Elmeth may not move, shoot, or otherwise 
attack on the turn this is performed. See below for more 
information on the funnels. 

* If Elmeth’s cockpit is destroyed the pilot is killed instantly and 
Elmeth is removed from play. 
 

Special Rule: 
 
Aircraft – Aircraft are subject to the ‘Air Units’ rules.  
 
Mega Unit – This unit is subjected to all terms (unless otherwise 
stated) of the ‘Mega Unit’ special rule. 
 
Psycommu – Enemy units cannot gain a flanking modifier when 
targeting the Elmeth. Elmeth may reroll once on any failed boost 
check. 
 

	  
(Principality of Zeon) ELMETH ATTACK BIT 

Integrity Armour Movement Boost 
1 1 10” / 

"You’re a bad person! …You want to hurt Char! If I don’t beat you, Char will die!” - Lalah Sune 

Weapon [Class](Range) Weapon Accuracy Weapon Strength 
Bit Beam*** [Medium] (30”) 
<Free> 9 7 

Extra Weapon: None 
 
 

Special Rule: 
 
Psycommu Link – Each Elmeth Attack Bit must stay within 18” 
of the Elmeth at any time, otherwise they are removed from 
play. Elmeth Attack Bits must be removed from play if the 
Elmeth is removed from play. This unit is not subject to Morale 
Checks.  

Elmeth Attack Bits count as Helicopters if not fighting in space.  

	  
(Principality of Zeon) THUNDERBOLT SECTOR - BIG GUN <100 points> (MEGA UNIT) 

Integrity Armour Movement Boost 
4 9 / / 

"Lieutenant! It’s a new Feddie Weapon!” “Don’t panic! It’s called lightning!” – Zeon soldier to Lietenant Ramba Ral 

Weapon [Class](Range) Weapon Accuracy Weapon Strength 
Sniper Beam Cannon* [Very Long] (50”) 
<Free> 15 11 {3} 

Extra Weapon: Zaku II Unit – The Big Gun is manned by one 
(1) standard “Zaku II – Mass Production” unit equipped with a 
120mm Machine Gun and Heat Hawk Type V. This Zaku II is 
provided for free with the Big Gun. 
 
 
 

Special Rule: 
 
Requires Supervision – The Big Gun must have a Zeon Mobile Suit 
within Base Contact (6”) in order to be used. They serve as the 
“Pilot.” If the pilot is removed from contact, the Big Gun cannot fire. 
“Piloting” the Big Gun takes the pilot one uninterrupted turn without 
moving, firing, or performing any other action.  
 
The Big Gun moves with the “Pilot” together, but Base Movement is 
reduced to 6” (modifiers still apply.)  
 
The pilot may not fire their weapon, reload, or perform any other 
action without first removing themselves from contact with the Big 
Gun (during the pilot’s turn) and rendering it temporarily inoperable 
(this action is instant and does not take a turn to perform.) 



	  
(Principality of Zeon) MSN-02 ZEONG <200 points> (MEGA UNIT) 

Integrity Armour Movement Boost 
8 (Body) 11 (Body) 20” 8” [D6 (3+)] 

6* (Head) 9 (Head) "Lalah...I want to shoot the Gundam... Will you guide me?!" 
 
- Char Aznable 4** (Reactors) 10 (Reactors) 

Weapon [Class](Range) Weapon Accuracy Weapon Strength 
Twin Mega Particle Guns *** [Long] (40”) 
<Free> {p} [Must reload “See reloading after firing] 13 12 {3} 

Head Mounted Beam Cannon [Medium] (30”) 
<Free> 10 10 {2} 

2x Mega Particle Gun Finger Sets # [Close] (6”) 
<Free> 14 10 {2} 

Extra Weapon: None 
 
* If Zeong’s cockpit reaches zero (0) integrity or less, refer to 
“Removable Head” special rule. 
 
** If Zeong’s reactors reach zero (0) integrity or less, Zeong 
reduces its Base Movement by 8” and may no longer boost. 
 
# When attacking with this weapon, fire twice: one for each 
Finger Set. Treat every attack with this weapon as if targeting 
the enemy’s “Rear Flank” (+3 Weapon Accuracy) unless the 
enemy has an overriding special rule. 
 

Special Rule:                      This unit can only be used in space. 
 
Psycommu – Enemy units cannot gain a flanking modifier when 
targeting the Zeong. Zeong may reroll once on any failed boost 
check. 
 
Removable Head – The Zeong “Head” sub-part upon reaching 0 
integrity or less requires a D6 roll (4-6 success) to determine if 
the pilot evacuates in time. If this succeeds and an enemy is 
within sight and range of the Zeong’s Head Mounted Beam 
Cannon, one free shot with this weapon is permissible (normal 
conditions apply). The pilot survives and Zeong is then removed 
from play. If unsuccessful, the pilot dies and Zeong is then 
removed from play. 

	  
(Principality of Zeon) MSN-02 PERFECT ZEONG <240 points> (MEGA UNIT) 

Integrity Armour Movement Boost 
8 (Body) 11 (Body) 18” 12” [D6 (3+)] 

6* (Head) 9 (Head) 
"Lalah...I want to shoot the Gundam... Will you guide me?!" 
 
- Char Aznable 

4** (Reactors) 10 (Reactors) 

6 (Legs) 8 (Legs) 

Weapon [Class](Range) Weapon Accuracy Weapon Strength 
Twin Mega Particle Guns *** [Long] (40”) 
<Free> {p} [Must reload “See reloading after firing] 13 12 {3} 

Head Mounted Beam Cannon [Medium] (30”) 
<Free> 10 10 {2} 

2x Mega Particle Gun Finger Sets # [Close] (6”) 
<Free> 14 10 {2} 

Extra Weapon: None 
 
* If Perfect Zeong’s cockpit reaches zero (0) integrity or less, 
refer to “Removable Head” special rule. 
 
** If Perfect Zeong’s reactors reach zero (0) integrity or less, 
Perfect Zeong reduces its Base Movement by 8” and may no 
longer boost. 
 
*** If the legs of the Perfect Zeong are reduced to zero (0) 
integrity or less, Base Movement is reduced by 10”. 
 
# When attacking with this weapon, fire twice: one for each 
Finger Set. Treat every attack with this weapon as if targeting 
the enemy’s “Rear Flank” (+3 Weapon Accuracy) unless the 
enemy has an overriding special rule. 
 

Special Rule: 
 
Psycommu – Enemy units cannot gain a flanking modifier when 
targeting the Perfect Zeong. Perfect Zeong may reroll once on 
any failed boost check. 
 
Removable Head – The Perfect Zeong “Head” sub-part upon 
reaching 0 integrity or less requires a D6 roll (4-6 success) to 
determine if the pilot evacuates in time. If this succeeds and an 
enemy is within sight and range of the Perfect Zeong’s Head 
Mounted Beam Cannon, one free shot with this weapon is 
permissible (normal conditions apply). The pilot survives and 
Perfect Zeong is then removed from play. If unsuccessful, the 
pilot dies and Perfect Zeong is then removed from play. 

Note: If at any point the Perfect Zeong has both “Legs” and 
“Reactors” destroyed; the Perfect Zeong is removed from play: 
The pilot survives.  



EARTH FEDERATION “MEGA UNITS” 
	  

(Earth Federation) BIG TRAY CLASS BATTLESHIP <260 points> (MEGA UNIT) 

Integrity Armour Movement Boost 
8 (Body) 11 (Body) 16” / 

5* (Deck) 9 (Deck) "Zeon is exhausted! Now is not the time for us to 
kneel before Zeon. It is time for us to rise!" 
 
- General Revil 

6** (Left Side) 9 (Left Side) 

6** (Right Side) 9 (Right Side) 

Weapon [Class](Range) Weapon Accuracy Weapon Strength 
Primary Cannon*** [Medium] (30”) 
<Free> {p} [Must reload “See reloading after firing] 14 12 {3} 

3X 3-Barrel Secondary Cannons # [Medium] (30”) 
<Free> {p} [Must reload “See reloading after firing] 10 10 {2} 

Extra Weapon: None 
 
* If Big Tray’s deck is destroyed, apply -2 Weapon Accuracy 
(stacks with other modifiers) to every attack performed by 
Big Tray. Big Tray can no longer carry Mobile Suits. 
 
** If either side of the Big Tray is reduced to zero (0) 
integrity or less, the Big Tray reduces its Base Movement by 
6” for each side destroyed (stacking to -12”.) 
 
*** The ‘Primary Cannon’ acts as a Bazooka with the 
exception that any ‘Scatter Dice’ roll is considered a hit. 
 
# The Secondary Cannons counts as Artillery. 

Special Rule:                      This unit may not be used in space. 
 
Weapon Platform– Big Tray may fire each of its weapons 
independently when shooting. Each weapon must be 
reloaded independently. Big Tray may reload while moving. 
 
Hoverjets –Big Tray cannot move into Difficult or Impassable 
terrain. Big Tray may move over bodies of water without 
penalty. 
 
Mega Unit – This unit is subjected to all terms (unless 
otherwise stated) of the ‘Mega Unit’ special rule. 
 
Carrier – Big Tray may allow up to 3 Mobile Suits on deck. 
MS can embark/disembark Big Tray by performing a boost 
on/off the deck. 

	  
(Earth Federation) MEDEA TRANSPORT PLANE <110 points> (MEGA UNIT) 

Integrity Armour Movement Boost 
5 (Body) 8 (Body) 30” (Air Unit) / 

5* (Hanger) 8 (Hanger) 
"Ram us into the ground and destroy that Dom!" 
 
- Last words of Matilda Ajan 

4** (Left Wing) 6 (Left Wing) 

4** (Right Wing) 6 (Right Wing) 

Weapon [Class](Range) Weapon Accuracy Weapon Strength 
Anti-Air Machine Guns # [Medium] (30”) 
<Free>  9 6 

Extra Weapon: None 
 
* If Medea’s hanger is destroyed it can no longer 
embark/disembark Mobile Suits. Remove them from play if 
they are embarked. 
 
** If either wing of Medea is reduced to zero (0) integrity or 
less, Medea reduces its Base Movement by 10”. If both wings 
are destroyed, Medea is removed from play as it crashes into 
the ground. 
 
# This weapon may only be used to attack Air Units. 
 
Note: If the Medea is destroyed with Mobile Suits embarked, 
these units are also removed from play and their pilots killed. 

Special Rule:                      This unit may not be used in space. 
 
Aircraft – Aircraft are subject to the ‘Air Units’ rules. Medea can 
reload while moving. 
 
Mega Unit – This unit is subjected to all terms (unless otherwise 
stated) of the ‘Mega Unit’ special rule. 
 
Carrier – Medea may allow up to 3 Mobile Suits in its hanger 
(these units cost as much as they would normally.) Mobile Suits 
can embark/disembark Medea after it “Lands.” 
 
Landing– Medea may “Land” by waiting an entire turn without 
moving or firing its weapons. Place the Medea on the ground 12” 
ahead on flat terrain (Medea may not land in areas like 
mountains, forests, water, etc.) Medea may not move or attack 
once landed. Medea may “Take off” at any time after landing if 
there is 12” of clearance in front of the unit and they again wait 
an entire turn. Medea may then resume moving and attacking as 
normal. 

	  



TITANS “MEGA UNITS” 
	  

(Titans) MRX-009 PSYCO GUNDAM <400 points> (MEGA UNIT) 

Integrity Armour Movement Boost 
10 (Body) 9 (Body) [D6 (3+) (+2)] 16 ” 8” [D6 (4+)] 

6* (Head) 9 (Head) [D6 (3+) (+2)] "You’ve got some nerve to stand right there!" 
 
- Four Murasame 

8** (Arms) 9 (Arms) [D6 (3+) (+2)] 

8*** (Legs) 9 (Legs) [D6 (3+) (+2)] 

Weapon [Class](Range) Weapon Accuracy Weapon Strength 
2 X Finger Beam Gun Sets * [Short] (18”) 
<Free> {p} 14 10 {2} 

Head Beam Guns [Medium] (30”) 
<Free> {p} 11 8 

<3-Barrel Scattering Mega Particle Gun> ## [Close] (6”) 
<Free> {p} 13 10 {2} 

Extra Weapon: None 
 
* If Psyco Gundam’s head is destroyed, apply -3 Weapon Accuracy 
(stacks with other modifiers) to every attack performed by Psyco 
Gundam. Head Beam Guns can no longer be used. 
 
** If the arms of the Psyco Gundam are reduced to zero (0) 
integrity or less, the Psyco Gundam’s shield or Finger Beam Gun 
Sets can no longer be used. 
 
*** If the legs of the Psyco Gundam are reduced to zero (0) 
integrity or less, the Psyco Gundam must permanently enter 
“Mobile Fortress” mode. 
 
# When attacking with this weapon, fire twice: one for each Finger 
Set. 
 
## This weapon has a chance of blinding the attacked opponent on 
a roll of D6 (4-6) if the opponent is directly facing the front of the 
Psyco Gundam and is within 12”. If successful, the opponent 
suffers -5 Weapon Accuracy during their next turn. 
 

Special Rule: 
 
Psycommu – Enemy units cannot gain a flanking modifier when 
targeting the Psyco Gundam. Psyco Gundam may reroll once on 
any failed shield or boost check. 
 
Walking Fortress – Psyco Gundam ignores all movement 
modifiers (and other effects) caused by terrain type, with the 
exception of “impassable” terrain, which cannot be crossed. 
 
Mega Unit – This unit is subjected to all terms (unless otherwise 
stated) of the ‘Mega Unit’ special rule. 
 
Anti-Beam Coating – Psyco Gundam reduces the Weapon 
Strength of all enemy weapons with ‘Beam’ or ‘Mega Particle’ in 
its name, when it is used against it in combat by 1. 
 
Mobile Fortress – Psyco Gundam may transform into its ‘Mobile 
Fortress Mode’ at the beginning of the player’s turn. In this 
mode, Psyco Gundam increases its Base Movement to 24” and 
automatically passes any “Jump Terrain” and “Evasive 
Manoeuvre” checks. However, Psyco Gundam cannot ‘boost’. 
Shield Checks are now not possible. Base Armour is temporarily 
increased by 1 in all sub-parts for as long as “Mobile Fortress 
Mode” is activated. In ‘Mobile Fortress Mode’, Psyco Gundam 
may attack enemies with its Head Beam Guns (if available) or 3-
Barrel Scattering Mega Particle Gun. Psyco Gundam may resume 
‘combat mode’ at the beginning of the player’s next turn, undoing 
these effects (as long as its legs are still present).  

	  


